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GENTLE IS THE VOICE OF LOVE
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Beloved and holy and only Child of our heavenly Father, Child of the one Source,
Child of Light, divine. That is who you are. Take it deeply within the consciousness and
contemplate what that means. Child of the one Source, Child of Light, divine.
I am the one known as Jeshua ben Joseph, Jesus you have called me, and it is in
great joy that I come to abide with you this evening in your timing as you have chosen
once again to call me forth. Great joy of reunion, great joy of remembrance, for truly
that is your divine birthright: to be in joy all of the time, to know that truly your divine
Source is joy, simplicity, love.
Always that is where you abide, even when you are caught up in the affairs of the
world and perhaps everything seems very heavy and dark. You are abiding in the Light
that you are. As you pause for a moment and take a deep breath, you will connect with
the Light and the love that you are.
Oftentimes I know that the world calls to you, is very insistent, wants your
attention. I hear you saying quite often, “I am running out of time,” and that is good, to
run out of time, because truly time is your own creation, but it seems that it has great
power over you. The world will always ask for your attention, but you have choice
whether you will abide in the world and in the complexities of the world. There are many,
many complexities of the world in my time and in your time, much that will demand your
attention if you let it.
But you have choice to choose to abide in peace, to take that deep breath and to
come Home once again. Even in the midst of combing someone’s hair there is a certain
rhythm to it that allows you to tune-in to the one Self that we are, the divine Self, and
to find the peace that abides there. Whenever you come Home, even for a moment or so,
and you feel that peace, you allow everything around you to come to a place of peace as
well. All of the cells of the body have a chance to expand.
Know you that when you are so busy running around meeting all of the deadlines,
it is truly a bit of the dead-line-ish, and the cells of the body will constrict. You find
yourself perhaps with the hands clenched. You feel perhaps the tension on the forehead.
You feel all of the body being scrunched up, and yet as you take that one deep breath, it
is like magic. It allows you to relax. It allows the circulation of Light within the body; not
only the circulation in physicality such as the blood vessels and everything that is
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happening with the organs of the body, but it allows the spiritual self of you to expand,
and you come to a place that truly the world does not know.
You see that with your news media, that what the world will tell you in these days
is that everything is going to wrack and ruin—you have that saying in your world.
Everything is going to a very hot place in a hand-basket. But you don’t have to. That is
the good news. That is the news that I came to bring, my gospel, the good news, to tell
you that you don’t have to abide in what the world will dictate.
Because in the world, as you have seen, you will have wars and rumors of wars,
always conflict going on…so far. But that is changing; that is the good news. There have
been enough of you who have remembered at least even a tiny bit of peace, and you have
searched for it, you have been yearning for it all of this lifetime and many other lifetimes
leading up to this point as well.
This is not the first lifetime that you have wanted to awaken and to abide in peace
and to love others and have others see the divinity in you when sometimes you don’t
always see it in yourself. This is not the first lifetime that you have had a suggestion
within self that has said, “There must be something more.” And with that questioning you
have set out on a journey to find the more, to remember all that you are.
That is why I have shared with you over the past months my lifetime of the six
hundred, seven hundred years that are not recorded in your holy Scripture but have been
recorded somewhere and will come to light at some point. My lifetime that seems so
unusual is truly the story of your lifetime as you will make it, as you will understand it
and choose it. It can be yours as well.
All of the things that I did in those six hundred, seven hundred years beyond the
crucifixion and the resurrection can be yours as well, when I told you of my travels and I
told you of time, how we could go back in time—Mary Magdalene and I—how we could go
forward in time, and it sounded like a science fiction story.
And yes, where do you think all of your science fiction stories come from? They
come from a remembrance of what you are and what you can do and all of the universes
that you can investigate, travel to, have already lived. That is why you have ones
remembering that they have come from the Pleiades or Arcturus or one of the other
places.
At first when you have heard the message they have said, you have thought, “Well,
okay, I guess if that’s what they want to believe, that’s okay.” Then the more you thought
about it and the more you expanded, the more you read, you began to think, “Well,
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maybe there is more than just life on holy Mother Earth. Maybe I am—as I have told you
many times—maybe I am a star seed.”
And you are a star seed; you have come here from experiences in other
constellations. But the important thing is to focus on the here and now and what you are
doing here and now and how you are awakening to all that you are and how you can
claim a history and you can claim a future. But the important thing is right here and
right now and how you love right now.
I love that which you are, for I know that which you are. It’s the same as what I
am. It is the same as all of the qualities that have been given to me and written about
as being so miraculous. Those are your qualities as well, because there is no separation in
the One, the One that we are. So you can go freely and be in joy, because you have done
all of the suffering you ever need to do.
“Wow! Well, what about that report that’s due on Tuesday? What about the
homework? What about the appointments that I have made? What about…?” You can and
you will still keep all of the responsibilities and obligations that you have signed up for,
but you can keep those obligations in a different way, in an easy way, in a way that says,
“I know that everything unfolds in divine order and divine timing.” It has to, because you
are the one who is creating.
You are the creator of your universe, this universe that you revolve in, and the
ones that you invite into your universe and you play with and you struggle with. You are
the creator of it. If you don’t like what you are creating, there is absolutely no one and
no thing that will keep you from changing it, from being in love and loving everyone,
seeing the Christ of them, seeing the best of them, and seeing the best of yourself.
When you look at another one and you have judgment of another one, where does
that judgment come from? It comes from within you, within your mind, and it does then
seemingly out-picture somewhere in somebody else. “They” are doing X, Y, & Z. But it’s
actually your projection of what you see out there.
As you become easier with yourself, not judging self and finding fault—which has
been a habit taught to you by many generations—as you become easier with yourself and
you know truly that, “I am the extension of the one Source, I am love, only truly love,”
then you begin to see more love in your world.
You have to, because you are living and swimming in that pool that you spoke of
earlier, that swimming pool. You are swimming in the swimming pool of love, because that
is what you are projecting, that is what you are seeing, because you know that the one
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Source—Father/Mother/God/Goddess/All That Is/the one Source—allows you as you choose
to see whatever you choose and to be in whatever space you think you are in.
You have perfect freedom. So if you have perfect freedom, why abide in
constriction any longer in that place that doesn’t feel good? “Well, I don’t know. Maybe
I’m not quite that good. I haven’t really read all the books that I need to read. There’s a
whole series of books on the bookshelf, and I know that if I read every one of those
books and really meditated and studied them, then I would be closer to being perfect.”
Want to bet? (Laughter) You would probably end up putting yourself to sleep
several times. You are already perfect; that is the point. You are already that which you
have always been, the extension of the one Source, divine. As you will allow yourself to
take that in, even a little bit of it, you begin to see the world a little differently. You
begin to believe in the possibility that there could be good in the world, that there could
be friends.
As you look out sometimes, you wonder, “Where are these other people coming
from?” And as I have told you many times, they are in a place where they have been told
that they are not perfect, that they are not good enough, that they have to keep trying,
and even if they do, they probably won’t make it. Well, when ones live with a certain
verdict like that over their heads, it is not a happy place to be. And they are not going to
be happy co-workers either. They are not going to see the best in you. They are not going
to see the best in all of the other ones around, because they don’t know it within
themselves.
So what you do is, you see the Christ of them. You see their love, their potential.
You see what they maybe don’t see yet, how good and truly perfect they are and how
they are bringing forth everything that they experience and then judging it.
How would it be if you were told that everything you have ever chosen to do has
been in perfect order to bring you to this place where you are right now? It would be
okay, yes. It would feel really good, and it is true. Everything you have ever created,
every pile of debris, manure that you have climbed up over and through, has brought you
to this place right now.
So therefore, maybe that pile of manure was actually fertilizer, was actually the
nutrients that allowed you to grow as the plants and the flowers do, the trees. Perhaps
all of those struggles in this lifetime and other lifetimes have brought you to a most
divine beneficial place where you can say, “I have overcome everything that was
seemingly presented to me by someone else or someone outside of me.”
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Now truly you have invited it and you have created it, and not because you have
failed, not because you have sinned. Oh, that word has been overused. You have never
sinned. You have made choices and you have lived with the effects of those choices, and
sometimes you have judged those choices not to be really pleasant.
But you have never sinned. You have just made choices. And the choices have
brought you here to this place where you are searching, to this place where you have
found friends. Many of you have moved to this area from somewhere else and you have
made friends. You have thought before you moved, “Oh, I’m sure there’s going to be at
least one friend there, at least I hope,” and you have found yourself in the midst of many
friends.
You have asked questions, and they have had questions as well. So you get to
discussing the questions and the answers and you come to a place of finding that you are
in Love—capital “L”—with that other one. You are finding a place where you can open up
and share, and that feels so good that you want more of it.
When you find that place where you know that you can be free, that you can
express the love that you are, the divinity that you are, the miracles that you bring
forth, there is such peace that ones around you can feel it. Ones around you feel that
peace and they want to be near you, because they hope it is going to spread out over to
them as well, and it does.
Your peace always goes before you. Your peace always goes and touches other
ones, and then they are drawn back, because they want to know that peace. They want
to know the love that you have for them. You are coming to a place of understanding that
all there is, truly, is love. The other is just a covering that has covered up the love. The
more you are accepting of love, the more love you will find.
Love is very gentle. Love awaits an invitation. Love says, “I’m going to always be
here. You can do whatever you need to do in the world, and then you can come back to
me, because I will always be here.” Love awaits, abides forever; it has to, because it is
your true nature.
So you can take what you see as millennia of years of time and you can go as the
great warrior in separation where you feel you can be as nasty and as mean to other
ones as you want to and it really won’t touch you. “I am the strong one, and nobody,
nobody is going to overcome me.” You’ve lived that lifetime. Sometimes you even get into
that space once in a while now, but only for a short time, and then you come back to
what feels really good; not the power of the world; that is conflicting and that doesn’t
stay the same.
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Once you think you’ve found the secret of the world, it changes, and you say, “Oh,
what happened? I thought I had the secret. I thought I knew how to stay in power.” Your
leaders, so-called, find this to be true. They want the power. They feel that they know
how to lead. And then they get in the position where they can lead, and what do they
do? They retreat.
Your leaders nowadays do not lead. Do you ever see your leaders out there on the
battlefield as they are sending other troops out to the battlefield? They don’t lead. They
send. But you can lead by example. And there are many sincere ones who do want to lead
by example. They try very hard to put forward what they feel deep within their soul—
love. They try to put it forward and they find that yet so far the world doesn’t seem to
understand it.
But the good news is, things are changing. We spoke of this last month when we
spoke of the new wave of energy that is coming because you have invited it, and how it is
turning a lot of things upside down, because everything has been upside down for a long
time, and in order to put it right-side up, it had to turn upside down, seemingly.
There is energy that you have invited to be with you now to allow love, to allow
visioning of a better way to live. All of your brothers and sisters who seem to be
suffering truly want to be in a place of knowing that they are okay, that they are good
enough, that they will be taken care of, that they are powerful in the love that they are.
They don’t understand power yet, but they are coming to the place.
The collective consciousness is evolving. I know that when you are in the middle of
it, it doesn’t seem to be changing too fast, but it is, as you can look back even in this
lifetime. This lifetime for many of you has been a lifetime of witnessing much of conflict.
You had the great war to end all wars. Did it? No.
But the collective consciousness is evolving to a place of wanting to know peace.
What you see happening now on the world plane is very much the ending of the old way
of thinking. Now, it may take some time. It may take the rest of your lifetime, or not.
Nothing is ever written in stone, in concrete. Everything is malleable. Everything is
changeable. It depends on whether you see yourself as the optimist or the pessimist,
whether the glass is half-full or half-empty.
You all know your tendencies. Many of you in the collective consciousness, even
though you may see everything going wrong, still abide in hope. “Maybe,” you say, “Maybe
after all this muck and mire gets finished, we will have the beautiful garden. The manure
will have spread, and we will have the beautiful garden.
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Even the ones who can see clearly everything that is wrong still hold hope, and
where there is hope, there will be new vision. And truly you do have hope, every one of
you in this room and within the sound of my voice. You have hope that things will get
better, and I am here to tell you that, yes, they are getting better—maybe in small
increments, maybe in leaps and bounds from time to time where there is that Aha!
moment where someone all of a sudden will realize, “I have choice. I don’t have to live
this way. I have choice to accept myself and how beautiful I am,” because you are. “I
have choice to see the beauty in another one standing before me. I have choice.”
And with that seemingly small change in perspective that you have choice, comes
freedom, comes love, love of self—that’s usually the last one—love of others, and then love
of self. Because if you see it in others, you have to have it within yourself; otherwise, you
wouldn’t recognize it in another.
So love of self…you are greatly loved, and your job, your purpose is to extend that
love, to be walking, living love to everyone that you see and to change their lives because
you love them. It is powerful. That is what I did. And yes, you will say, “Well, look what
happened to you. You ended up on the cross.” Ah, but did I stay there? No.
And every cross that you get nailed to—and almost once a week, once a month you
find yourself being crucified; at least it feels like that sometimes—you don’t stay there.
You come down off that cross after a while, after you have “suffered” enough, and I will
tell you that one minute is long enough; half a minute; one second; and let yourself down
off that cross. Then go on with your life in joy, in love, for truly that is all there is, is
love.
It has gotten covered over, as I have said, with some of the fertilizer of the
world, but it is still the one and only aspect that is true about you, the love that you
are. Love is gentle. Love is kind. Love sees the best in everything. Love lives the life that
extends healing to others, because love knows that which you are. And love lives, even in
the world that doesn’t understand it.
The collective consciousness is evolving—little by little, book by book, idea by idea,
each extension of the hug. Every hug that you give is powerful—heart to heart with a
hug. Now, I know, I watch, and it is most interesting to watch, how ones will hug. There is
the hugger who has to be this far away from someone, but it’s still a hug. And then there
is the hugger who is right here, right up against the heart. And the hugger who loves to
hug the tree, as far around as the arms may reach.
And many of your wonderful wise trees that grow in these most wonderful
forests, you can’t get both arms all the way around them. They’ve been growing for so
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many years, watching all of the humanoids running around like little ants, trying to
understand, “What is the secret of the universe?” And the tree grows, just lives and
grows, and knows its being in that vitality of life. It doesn’t have to prove itself to the
tree next to it. The tree has great wisdom. The tree knows only how to grow, to live. The
tree doesn’t spend its days dying. It spends its days living. That is all it knows. And when
the tree does give up its physical form, the energy is still there and oftentimes can be
used in someone’s wood-burning stove to give off heat. It is energy that never
extinguishes.
You have your scientists who have “discovered” that energy is never lost. It may
change form, but it is never lost. You are energy. You have brought together the
molecules of physicality into a certain form for a time so that you can walk amongst the
brothers and sisters and you can extend to them the gentlest of love, because you see
their love and you see your own love. And in that space, a miracle happens, the miracle of
coming truly alive, no longer having to worry, “Am I good enough? Will I be good enough
to give that speech? Do I have all of the facts at my fingertips? Can I finish this project
for the boss, and will he like it? Can I finish my homework on time? Can I get to where
I’m going on time?”
Of course. You are the maker of time, and whenever you get to wherever you are
going, that is the perfect time. But sometimes you get into a place of judgment and you
judge yourself. And when you do that, love is calling out to you, “Give it up. Give up the
judgment. Give it up. Be with me. Be with love.”
And when you give up the judgment and you say—and you can do this, because it is
a good technique—you can say to that judgment that you may have about yourself or
others, “Okay, I’ll come back to it later. Right now I’ll put it on the shelf, and I’ll come
back to it later.” Well, you know the miracle in that. Later never comes, so you never
really have to go back to that judgment. You can put it on the shelf for later. It is a good
technique.
Too often you go tumbling without thought into judgment; old habit. But it is fun to
play with judgment and put it on the shelf for later, especially judgment of self—that is
the heaviest one. You can judge others. That comes and goes. But the judgment of self,
that is the one that hurts. And that is the one to start with, putting on the shelf for
later.
And I will share with you a secret, that as you put judgment of self on the shelf
for later, the judgment of others disappears. Somehow it just diminishes, and you can put
those judgments aside for later too. And as I have said, later never comes.
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But sometimes it is just really, really fun to play with judgment. You know that
feeling. And there is no one and no thing that is going to stop you from judging, except
yourself and the body when it says, “Oh, this doesn’t feel good.” Then maybe you have
motivation to move into a gentler space.
Love is gentle. Love waits for you. It will wait for you throughout any and all
lifetimes. It is who you are. It is your basic energy. And when I speak of love, it is as a
clue, because all of you at some point in your lifetime have fallen in love with someone or
something, where you have totally lost yourself in that love.
That was all that existed for you, whether with another person—all you could do
was think of that other person; I wonder what they’re doing now; oh, I really like to be
with them. That project, I really love that project. I get so excited about that project,
that vision that I have. I am in love with that vision. I really want to see it manifest. I
get so excited, I just forget all about myself. That doesn’t matter. The vision is everything
that matters.
This project that I’m working on, I think about it all of the time, and I really am
waiting to see how I can get others to work with me on it so I can get this project
completed. It’s really a good project. I’m excited about it. I really lose myself in this
project.
That is love as a clue. But the love that you are is bigger, taller, wider, deeper
than human love. But human love is a doorway, a clue, a way of getting in touch with the
divine love that you are.
Lose yourself in love. You know how it felt when you met this most wonderful one
and you thought it would be so great to spend time with her. She’s so beautiful. She’s so
loving. She bakes really well (Laughter) And you forget yourself, because you’re thinking
of the other person. You lose all sense of small self and you move into an expanded space
of love.
And that, as I have said, is just a clue, the tip of the iceberg. There is much more
to the divine love that you are. And when you move into that space of even a hint of the
power and extent of divine love, you will do everything that I did and more. All these
things and more shall ye do: a prophecy.
Love is a gift that you have given to yourself from before time began. And after
the purpose of time has been fulfilled, love will be there waiting for you always. After
the purpose of time has been fulfilled, I will be there waiting for you, as I wait now for
you to be in love with me. Allow yourself to fall in love with someone, with a project, with
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a vision, with me. Allow yourself to forget small self and come Home again. I wait for you
there. So be it.
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